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FINAL REPORT

The aim of this contract was to study the factors influencing microwave

properties of high Tc superconductors, via fundamental measurements on high quality

thin film and single crystal materials. Two principal lines of investigation were pursued:

* In single crystals of Y1Ba 2Cu 3 Or.- (Tc = 93K), ultrasensitive rf methods were

used to study the penetration depth A, lower critical fields H ', and vortex pinning

forces,

* In epitaxial thin films of YBa2 Cu 3 Or_•, the influence of processing techniques

on the microwave surface resistance was studied.

SINGLE CRYSTALS OF YBCO

Very sensitive measurements of the penetration depth and the surface resistance

were analyzed to elucidate the phenomenology of the Meissner and mixed states in

YBa.2Cu 3 O76  single crystals. The experiments were carried out in a Nb

superconducting cavity at 10 GHz, and an ultrastable tunnel diode oscillator at 6 MHz.
The temperature T- and magnetic field H- dependence of the parameters A and R. were

studied.

The Meissner state temperature dependence of A and R, were found to be in good

agreement with BCS calculations, and yield parameters A(0) = 1400 A and a gap ratio

2A(0)/kTc = 4.3.



The ,xi)eriniiits yield the sharpest known signature of the lower critical field

H.-, Nwhich is ohservd i, a sharp bnreak iII the .\(H) data at fixed T as the magnetic

fi,1 1H is vaii I. Thl (ritica l field l1-t,(T) was menasired both parallell and perpenIdicu lar

to thhe c-axis. Its tc.lmiperat ire dependence was found to be iii excellent agreetnent with

BCS calculatiions. The data yield an anisotropy ratio of 3.4. which is independent of

telpnleratuire andl iiiirlercores the validitv of Ginzburg Landau theory.

In the mixed state for fields H > H, the A(H) data obey a MN dependence. \We

have developed a model which describes this behavior quantitatively. Start from the

equation of motion for the displacement x of a single vortex : 71 \ + o x

where ,q and o are the viscosity and pinning force constants. From the electric field,

E = B(H) on. e can show that the oscillatory vortex response leads to a constitutive

relation .J,. [(a - i.71i,)/(- i0oo B)] E•,. from which one obtains for the peletration

depth :

A2(H.T) = /1 (T)] B(H).

The above equation predicts that the penetration depth measurements yield

B(H). and further that A x4F-, since at high fields B(H) ; H. Also from the slope of

A'(1H) vs. H at high fields, the pinning force constants can be obtained. Our

measurements are the first to yield a direct experimental B(H) vs. H curve, which is

only presented in textbooks as theoretical curves. Also we obtain the pinning force

constants o(T) for both H I1 ý and H _ L. This quantity is found to have a o(O)(1- t2),2

temperature dependence, which is consistent with core pinning. The magnitudes of n

are a(0) = 2 x 105 N/m 2 for H 11H and 2 x 10' N/mr for H _ ý.

The pinning force constants are consistent with intrinsic critical currents which

are JJ(0) - 2 x 107 A/cm2 . These values should be regarded as the upper 1i1nt to

critical currents achievable in single crystals. Our measurements imply that rTi:1 ning is

due to defects, most likely 0 vacancies, which pin the cores of vortices. In ,,iycrystals,

the pinning force constants are - 4 N/m 2, which implies critical currents of 1O0

A/cim2 .

EPITAXIAL THIN FILMS OF YBCO

The following issues regarding microwave properties of films were addressed:

a Thickness effects on the surface impedance of Y!300 thin films. Measurements

were carried out on high quality YBCO films provided by Bellcore-Rutgers. These films

made by laser ablation techniques are the highest qiality available. The results indicate



a substantial increase in R, ani( A with decreasing thickness. An analysis of

,elctrodlvnalnic effects due to small thickness was carried out. The analysis shows that

the opposite sho1ld occur. viz. that both R, and A with decreasing thickness. An

analysis of elhctroulhnanic effects due to small thickness was carried out. The analysis

shows that the measuremuent coinfiguration emploved along with the ability to vary

thickness, enables direct measurement of a fundamental parameter. the complex

conductivity. Our (ldata presently imply that a peak which is pre(hicted to occur in ,i7 is

absent. This verv imni)ortant result is being pursued further. The thickness studies also

have important implications for device applications.

9 Comparison of deposition processes. We have carried out a comparison of

various thin film deposition processes by measuring R, and A of YBCO films made by

laser ablation, MOCVD and sputtering. The laser ablated films yield the highest quality

films, with extremely sharp transitions (3 orders of magnitude drop in R, within 2K

below T,.). The sputtered films are rapidly approaching the quality of laser ablated

films. The MIOCVD data are the first on good quality films obtained by this method.

9 Effect of PBCO barrier layer. PBCO barrier layers provide good lattice match
for YBCO filmns. W\e have found that YBCO films with a 500A PBCO layer have

essentially the same R. and A as films without a barrier layer. This implies that the

barrier layers can be successfully used, and is important in device applications.
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Pinning Forces and Lo'ser Critical Fields in YBa:Cu 30, Crystals:

Temperature Dependence and Anisotropv

Dong-l-io \Vu and S. Sritcha,

D 'e.oarine.7t of Ph'vs:cs. Vorthecs:ern Uniuerst:y, Boston. Vt[cssichuseits 02i '5
(Rec-.VeJ 20 July 1990)

Measurements of the field-dependent radio-freouency Penetration deoth ".(H.T) are used to delineate
.he Ho.er-crical-5eld ,f -T phase boundary, and to study flux dynamics, in YBa 2Cu3O,. crystals. For
both H I E and H--I 1, H,, obeys a BCS temoerature dependence, with a ttmPerature-;ndecenoent an-
isotropy of 3.4-'0.3. In the mixed state, the data obey X2(H) -lo/"oa(T)]B(H). and yield both :'e
functional deoendence B(H) and the pinning force constant a(T). The latter is anisotropic, obeys an
approximate!y (0 - r)2 temperature dependence, and vanishes siightly below the bulk transition temper-
ature.

PACS numbers: 74.30.Ci. 74.60.Ec. 74.60.Ge. 74.70.Vv

The high-T, superconductors display some unusual agreement with BCS calculations. Thus these crystals,
properties in the presence of magnetic fields. Despite ex- which have extremely sharp transitions, are well charac-
tensive research' during the last three years, most of terized as regards their electrodynamic properties in the
which has focused on dissipative effects at high fields, Meissner state.
important parameters which define the mixed state, such Typical results for AX. vs H (1l6) are shown in Fig. i at
as the lower critical field H i and pinning force con- T 9.7 K. A• =0 in the Meissner state, until the critical
stants, are still poorly determined, In this work, we field H.11 is reached signaling the entry of flux. Here
present direct measurements of these parameters, via H2,0 =H1 , 5 /1 is the bulk critical field reduced by the
sensitive measurements of the field-dependent penetra- demagnetization factor .'. For H > H1. -A% increases
tion depth in YBa 2 Cu3 O.,, crystals. with a field dependence which is sublinear.

The penetration depth is a probe of the condensate In Fig. I the break at Ht'iti is sharp and unanibiguous.
fraction of order parameter, and is particularly sensitive In general, the rf measurements appear to yield .mucn
to changes induced by external magnetic fields. In *he cleaner signatures .or Hei compared to magner!zat:on.
Meissner state, the external field causes homogeneous data--we believe this to be due to the very hihr. sens'.tiV!-
changes of the order parameter, while it induces spatially ty of the rf technique. The resolution limit of 0X= .-
inhomogeneous excitations (i.e., vortices) in the mixed corresponds to AM'/MV 2x 10-5 for a sample 50 .-m
state. These effects are probed in the present experiment thick, when H -, 6.
by radio-frequency (6 MHz) currents induced by small Combining the parallel and perpendicular measure-
rf fields H. applied perpendicularly to the 6 axis. The ments (the latter are shown in Fig. 2), the temperature

sample is placed in a small 20-turn tightly wound coil, dependence of HII both parallel and perpendicular to c.

which forms part of the tank circuit of an ultrastable
tunnel diode oscillator. Changes AX in the penetration
depth due to a static magnetic field H are measured as 300

resonant frequency shifts Af(H), by AX(H)=X(H)
-X(O) = -GAf(H), where G (typically -10 A/Hz) is
a geometric factor. The very high stability of the oscilla-
tor ( Hz in 6 x 106 Hz) enables a resolution of - 10 A, 200 H
which is essential to observe the effects reported here. In

all the experiments discussed here, H,-i always, while
H is oriented perpendicularly or parallel to 6. The rf -< -

response is determined by the dc flux density in the sam- 100 400 "

pie (as we show below), and the data directly yield H 2 /
HI(T), the functional dependence B(H), and the pin- I 200 -

ning force constant a(T), in both orientations and over 0 -7
400 800the entire temperature range 4.2 K to T,. 0 --- ,

High-quality YBa2Cu 3 O, crystals were fabricated as 0 200 400 600 800 "000
discussed in Ref. 2. Detailed measurements of several H (Oe)

electrodynamic parameters, viz., kXb(T), R,(T), the FIG. I...X(H)-(H)-k(0) vs H (1I•) at T-9.7 K. Note
pair-breaking parameter k(T), and also the lower the sharo break at H,)., and trie sublinear devendence for :arte
criticai-ieid H-,.(-). have been reported earlier, and fields (the line is a guide to th e eye). Too inset Field :cn-
are found "o obey temperature dependences in good figuration. Bottom Inset. Comoie'e behavior for -le:c vc....,.

© 1990 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 2. A.X(H) vs H (_.) at T-94.5 K. Top inset: Field t=T/T,
configuration. Bottom inset: [J(H)-As,(Ib)]2 (10` A) vs
H. FIG. 3. (a) Temperature dependence of H•, in both the !16

and L.6 configurations. The lines represent BCS calculations,
with gap ratios 2A/kT,-4.3 (solid) and 3.5 (dashed). (b)

measured for the same sample (T, =88.2 K), is Temperature dependence of the anisotropy ratio /H,,/IH,,.
displayed in Fig. 3. For H l6, H ,= HC with T=II

(and temperature independent) for this sample, estimat-
ed assuming an ellipsoidal shape (dimensions I x I is in good agreement with BCS. calculations. as shown in
mr:nx50upm). The H L6 data (here H-/,- =H-//t.1 ) are Fig. 3 as the solid lines. Here we have used HI cc 1/
identical to those reported3 earlier using the same tech- O2(T), and employed detailed numerical BCS calcula-
nique on another sample. (As shown in Fig. 2 of Ref. 3, tions with a variable gap parameter 2A/kT,. As Fig. 3
the Hej signature in this configuration is also sharp and shows, best fits are obtained for 2A/kT, =4.3, with less
unambiguous.) The demagnetization effects were care- satisfying fits for 3.5, in agreement with our earlier
fully checked with calibrations using Nb platelets of ap- findings 3 on 'the temperature dependence of electro-
proximately the same dimensions as the YBa.Cu3O, dynamic properties.
samples. These calibration measurements confirm the We now turn to understanding the features of the
demagnetization calculations and the magnitudes report- AX(H) data in Figs. I and 2. In the Meissner state
ed here. (H<Hg31), AX(H)=0 for HIIl, and ._A(H)-k(T)H2

The BCS-like character of H.eI in both configurations for H ._L . The quadratic dependence in the latter case is
is evident. We find H,-11(0) =850 ±_40 Oc, and H 1.L(0) well understood to be due to pair breaking by the applied
-250--20 Oc. These values lead to an anisotropy of static field, and the temperature dependence of k(T) is

3.4 -± 0.3, Which within the uncertainty in the measure- very well described 3 by a Ginzburg-Landau model, This
ment, appears to be temperature independent [Fig. is not observed when H 116 and HI--I because the dc and
3(b)]. The H,, anisotropy may be compared with other rf currents only superpose over a periphery of width X of
results,' which typically range from 2.9 to 5.8. the sample, and hence the pair-brcaking quadratic

For an anisotropic superconductor, 5 in the present no- dependence (determined by an overlap integral
tation, H2 1 .• "[o/4,rLu|.J[ln( .) fH .H0,dS over the sample area S) is very small and

Ignoring the logarithmic term, the field anisotropy can unobservable.
be used to deduce a mass anisotropy of We next turn to the data for H > Hro1, when H Ii E. In

the mixed state, the rf induced current of density J",
m•/m. •./X.I e (HL1 ,/H 1.. )2  11.6 creates an oscillating Lorentz force which acts on the

at 4.2 K. It appears that torque magnetometrys and vortices, causing them to oscillate about their equilibri-

magnetic anisotropy 7 measurements tend to yield higher um positions. Start from the equation of motion for the

values -25 to 64, while as noted above, He1 measure- displacement x: qi.+ax.-fL OoJ., where ri and a

ments tend to give lower values. To our knowledge the are the damping coefficient and the pinning force corr-

present work is the first complete and direct determina- stant, respectively. From the electric field E. -B,,, it is
tion of the anisotropy temperature dependence. The easy to show that the oscillatory vortex response leads to

a constitutive relation J,-[(a-irO)/(-i.•ooB)]E.,
mean-field behavior of H1, and the absence of any tern- from which we obtain for the Denetraton depth
perature dependence in the anisotropy validates the use
of anrsotropic Ginzburg-Landau theory.

The temperature dependence o" H,- in both directions 6 X:(H.T) -[oyuoa(T)]B(H)
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FIG. 4. AX'(H) vs H (06•) fcr (a) 9.7 K and (b) K (in- FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the pinning force con-
cluding field-reversed data). Note that the H>>H,0,, behavior stant a(T). The lines represent a [1 - (T/T,)']- dependence.
linearly extrapolates through the origin. The solid lines repre-
sent calculations based on Ref. 10.

high-field behavior, which is discussed next.]

From the data shown in Figs. 2 and 4, we extract a
Equation (1) shows that the rf .(H) measurements can high-field (H>4H01 ) limiting slope, and from it obtain
be interpreted to yield, first, the dc magnetic flux density the pinning force constants an and a_, in both directions.
B(H) inside the sampie, and also the pinning parameter The temperature dependence of a is shown in Fig. 5.
c(T). In Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), we plot A 2(H) vs H for The pinning force depends on field orientation, with
two temperatures, 9.7 and 85 K. The functional depen- a(0) =2.2x105 N/m: and a.,(0)=2.1x10O N/mi.
dence is remarkably similar to the classic8 B(H) depen- Elementary vortex-core-pinning considerations suggest
dence expected for type-If superconductors. For that a= B/ 2/uo. This yields B,.(O) =0.8 T and
I-I>>HC'iH , the data clearly coincide with a linear H BM(O)=0.25 T. These values are in excellent agree-
dependence 9 at all temperatures [Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)] ment with other estimates. 13 The relation between a and
passing through the origin, as B(H) should. We have at- B, also suggests a (I -t 2)2 dependence. Indeed this is
tempted to compare the data with detailed predictions exactly what the data seem to obey, as shown by the
for B(H) at lower fields near HI. In Figs. 4(a) and solid lines representing [I - (T/Ti):]- in Fig. 5. In-
4(b), the solid lines represent Nelson'sl0 form B(H) terestingly, 7'=87 K (HiL6) and -86.2 K (HI:6),
=(H-H,1iq)lr[H'/(H-H,3

1 )], which is in reasonable both below the bulk T, =88.2 K, which is defined as the
agreement at low temperatures. For H>ýH.01, the data (sharp) peak in the temperature derivative [dAk(T)/dT]
show an increasing rounding with increasing temperature of the X(T,H--0) data. This implies that the pinning
at the onset of flux entry. Thus a functional form forces vanish slightly below the mean-fieid transition
B(H) (H_-H2l) appears to best describe the data temperature. Between T,' and T,, the exact behavior is
in the intermediate-field range H,1 < H <4Hffh, with not clear, with ,a appearing to increase again. A de-
3 =I at low temperatures [Fig. 4(a)] and 3> I with in- tailed study of this region is the subject of future work.
creasing temperature [ 1.5 at 85 K in Fig. 4(b)]. A comparison with results on polycrystals is interest-
-is is consistent with some calculations tO.11 of B(H) ing. The data are similar to the H w_ 6 results of Fig. 2:
near H,, and the temperature dependence suggests that however, the field dependence is enormous. We obtain
i.ne wandering increases with increasing temperature. a(0)=4.2 N/mi, which is 103-10" smaller than for the

In the configuration H -' 6, the behavior of AX vs H is single crystais. This is understandable because of the ex-
uaiitatively sirniiar for H > Hl, in that a sublinear tremely weak pinning of the intergranular vortices.

fneld dependence is also observed. Here the driving force We next expiore the reiationship of our experiments to
arises from the flux density gradient dB/dx, and an others on high-T, superconductors. Note that our mea-
anaivsis similar to that of Campbell and Evetts' again surements are reactive (nondissipative) and measure the
yieids Eq (1). This is confirmed experimentally in the in-phase ac response at the fundamentaldriving trecuen-
piot of [-_A(H) --. (H,0)]1 vs H shown in the inset to cy. This necessariiy requires a flux respoonse proport:onai

•._ Antathrian eids a linear behavior :s observed, to displacement, i.e.. a restoring orce -ax. Since
ex.:racorating to the or,.n. [The condensate effects a'- H.-10 mOe. fne Probe current , 0 A

:ear to :e ace•ua:t!. 3c:ounteo for by the sub:raction o which :s rnucn lower than in res:s: 7i: measurements
t"n :a3r-Drea2irng qor.::uon evaiuated at ., :.e.. The vortices ar: taken tO execute revts, .
A.9H. ) It snouid 7e noted that this cioes not affect the Ahicn are n, ampiliuce << ' 'e ,ave testec arc

7
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found the resuits to be independent of the ac field over a rameter which enters into the analysis o0 othr exIori-
smal ange of the rf field (the tunnel-diode-oscillator ments. and in theories of the flux state. In contrast to
circuit allows current variations only by a factor of 2). dissipative (e.g., resistivity) measurements, the reactive

The analysis is based on the reasonable assumption that measurements carried out here probe the thermodynam-
a is field independent, at least at the low fields studied ic, auasieguilibrium properties of the superconductor in
here. A very high fields, a may be expected to decrease the presence of a magnetic field.

-indeed high-field studies, which is the subject of future This work was supported by NSF-ECS-8811254 and
work, might be expected to distinguish between various by the U.S. Air Force Systems Command, Rome Air
theories of flux behavior (e.g., flux lattice melting, flux Development Center. We thank J. R. Clem and R. S.
creep, vortex glass, etc.). Markiewicz for useful discussions.

The interplay between elastic and viscous forces deter-

mines the crossover frequency fo=a/q=ap,/ooB.,,
where p, (=50 nflcm) is the normal-state resistivity,
and B,, is the upper critical fielo. Assuming 16 B,2-26 'Physical Properties of High T, Superconductors. edited by

T at 77 K, we get fo -9.6 x 10'0 Hz at 77 K. This may D. M. Ginzberg (World Scientific, Singapore, 1989).

be compared to - 108 Hz for low-To superconductors. 17 2Dong Ho Wu, W. Kennedy, C. Zahopoulos, and S. Sridhar,
b m dAppl. Phys. Lett. 56, 696 (1989).

It is possible to estimate a single-vortex depinning crit- 3S. Sridhar, Dong-Ho Wu, and W. Kennedy, Phys. Rev.
ical current if one assumes, for example, a sinusoidal po- Lett. 63, 1873 (1989).
tential well U(x) ( -Uo/2)cosOrx/L), where L is the 'L. Krusin-Elbaum et al., Phys. Rev. B 39. 2936 (1989); A.
well dimension. Our measurements yield the curvature Umezawa et al., Phys. Rev. B 38. 2843 (1988).
at low x through the relation a -;r 2Uo/2L 3 . Equating 5R. A. Klemm and J. R. Clem, Phys. Rev. B 21, 1868
the maximum pinning force to a maximum Lorentz (1980).
force, one gets Jo--Lab/roo. Using' 6 L-70 A, we get 6D. Farrel et al., Phys. Rev. Lett.-64, 1573 (1990); 61, 2805

xr ×07 A/cm: and 10-2.3 x 106 A/cm 2, from (1988).

the measured values of a at low temperatures. These JM. Tuominen, A. M. Goldman, Y. Z. Chiang, and P. Z.
values should be regarded as upper limits to achievable Jiang, Phys. Rev. B 42, 412 (1990).8M. Tinkham, Introduction to Superconducti'ity (MC-
critical currents in single crystals. (The polycrystalline Graw-Hill, New York. 1979).
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ANISOTROPIES OF LOWER CRITICAL FIELDS AND
FLUX PINNING FORCE DENSITIES IN YBaCuOv."
Dong-iHo Wu and S. Sridhax. Physics Department.
Northeastern University, Boston. MA 02115.

The field dependent rf penetration depth. A(H), was measured' on
single crystals and polycrystals of Y.Baý..Cu 3o0 with two different field
configurations, viz. H 11 H I E and H _ H,f .L c. The experiments
enabled the measurements o/anisotropies of lower critical fields. He,, and
pinning force densities, a. throughout the whole temperature range.
namely from Tc to 4.2 K. The anisotropy of H, is found to be 3.4 = 0.3
and is temperature independent. From the above results, we also estimated
the anisotropy of the effective mass. The critical current densities, 11 (0)
and J. L (0), for single crystals, estimated from a, are 2 x 107 A/cm' and
2 x l0* A/cm

2
, respectively. The results are consistent with direct

measurements of J, for i1 and .. E. The role of anisotropy in flux
dynamics with fields up to 7 T, the field dependence of a, and the
implication of temperature dependence of the anisotropy will be discussed
in detail.

'Dong-Ho Wu and S. Sridhar, Phys. Rev. Lett., U5, 2074 (1990),
S.Sridbar, Dong-Ho Wu and W.Kennedy, Phys. Rev. Lett., U, 1873
(1989).
"Supported by USAF/RADC
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124 6 Wednesday Morning
MICROWAVE PROPERTIES OF HIGH T0
SUPERCONDUCTING FILMS AND CRYSTALS-, J. Owliaei
and S.Sridhar, Physics Department, Northeastern University,
Boston, MA 02115.

We have studied the microwave surface resistance of cystals and
thin films of high T. superconductors as functions of temperature and also
magnetic field. Absolute measurements of R, at zero field were carried out
to explore several issues concerning the nature of the superconducting
state. Earlier measurements' of R, and A have shown good agreement with
BCS calculations. We discuss the comparison in light of recent data on
films and crystals. In very thin films for rf fields applied on both sides
should directly yield the complex conductivities. Results for ir and 0,2 in
this configuration are discussed. The high field measurements of R, and A
yield information on the pinning forces and the interplay between pinning
lux flow. We discuss these parameters via an analysis of the experiments

in terms of a vortex oscillation model.

'S.Sridhar, Dong-Ho Wu and W.Kennedy, Phys. Rev. Lett., U, 1873
(1989).
"*Supported by USAF/RADC
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FLUX DYNAMICS AND LOWER CRITICAL FIELDS IN
THE ORGANIC SUPERCONDUCTOR x-BEDT (CuSN) 2", B.
Maheswaran, B. Willemsen, Dong Ho Wu and S.Sridhar, Physics
Department, Northeastern University, Boston, MA 02115, and R.C.
Haddon, AT&T Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill , NJ 07974.

We have studied the electromagnetic response in the
Meissner and mixed states of crystals of the organic superconductor
c--[BEDT-TTF] 2 Cu(NCS]2 . The experiments utilise a resonant coil
method, which has been extensively used for measuring Hci and
penetration depths of high T, superconductors'. In the organic, the
zero-field penetration depth A(T,H=0) only approximately obeys a
two-fluid temperature dependence. A is strongly field dependent,
with flux entry occuring at modest fields - 100 Oe. In the mixed
state, we deduce pinning forces which are strongly field-dependent,
and the data indicate a crossover behaviour from flux pinning to
flux flow.

tS.Sridhar, Dong-Ho Wu and W.Kennedy, Phys. Rev. Lett._ 3,
1873 (1989), Dong-Ho Wu and S.Sridhar, Phys. Rev. Lett., k5, 2074
(1990).
"Supported by USAF/RADC US GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
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